
GLASSBOARDS
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Wall-mounted boards

WHITE

Enhance your decor
Equip your offices and collaborative work spaces 
with our white glassboards. Because they’re made of 
6 mm (1/4 in) tempered glass, they are very safe, and 
their polished edges lend your work environment a 
sleek and stylish look.



Personalize your glassboard
Select a horizontal or vertical board, depending on what works 
best for your room, and then choose from a number of options 
(see page 16). 
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6 MM DIAMOND GLASS

PAINTED ON THE BACK     

0.7 MM SHEET OF STEEL    

Unparalleled purity
We use DIAMOND quality tempered glass (low in iron, so no greenish tint) that provides outstanding 
clarity and exceptional shock and scratch resistance.
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COULEURS
Wall-mounted boards

COLOURS

Mix and match
Add a decorative touch or match your glassboard with your work 
environment thanks to our coloured boards.  Make them an integral 
part of your space by choosing one of our 10 standard colours, or 
use a personalized colour to match your work space’s decor.
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T-538 Royal blue T-557  Sky blue T-560  Lime Green

T-537  Haze

T-559  Green

T-556 Charcoal T-501  Black

T-562 RedT-561  Orange

T-500  White

Our standard colours

Your personalized colour
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COULEURSCOULEURS
Wall-mounted boards

DIGITAL PRINTING

Made to measure for you
Our technology allows us to print high-defi nition images in any 
color so you can personalize your glassboard. So whether it’s a 
meaningful photo, an inspiring quote, or your logo, your creativity is 
the only limit to what we can put on your glassboard.



Show off who you are
Transform your glassboard into a one-of-a-kind magnetic writing 
surface by incorporating graphic elements that are important to you and 
your organization. 
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COULEURSCOULEURS
Wall-mounted boards

WALL-TO-WALL

LARGE SPACES
Our wall boards allow you to use almost the entire wall, transforming 
it into a gigantic, high-quality writing surface. Since the board is 
magnetic, you can use it to post important documents. We can 
cover as much space as you want by placing 8 ft. by 4 ft. sections 
end to end. 

Maximum dimensions per board:  96 in x 48 in  (2440 mm x 1220 mm) 
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Create a stimulating atmosphere
A wall-to-wall board also allows you to take advantage of a wide 
range of colours and digital printing options that will stimulate 
your teams’ creativity and spur innovative ideas for growing 
your company.
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Reinvent traditional dividing walls 
Our mobile glassboards add a touch of class to your work areas 
and allow your teams to gather wherever they want. Our CLASSIC
model, with its slim, rectilinear shape, gives your mobile board an 
ultra refi ned look.

COULEURSCOULEURS
Mobile boards

THE CLASSIC

Two (2) color choices for the feet 
                                                                

White Silver grey
Other fi nishes 
on demand

48 1/2 "
1 1/2"

67 3/4" 
Without wheels

71 7/8"
With wheels
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An innovative design
Add a stylish touch to your work environment with our 
INCLINED model. Its unique look will make it a key element, 
encouraging collaborative work in your common areas.

THE INCLINED

Fixed feet          
    

Wheels with brakes
    

48 1/2 "
1 1/2"

6 "

4°

67 3/4"
Without wheels

71 7/8"
With wheels

Length Wheel height

20 "

4 1/8 "



Disponible en dix (10) choix de couleurs de verre. 
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Disponible en dix (10) choix de couleurs de verre. 
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Mobile boards

WOOD FINISHES

1406  Cherry

1301  Chestnut

Other fi nishes 
on demand

The elegance of wood
Add the cozy, natural look of wood to your CLASSIC 
or INCLINED model.

Choose the finish that best suits your space.

Fixed feet

Wheels with brakes
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Stay mobile
Bring some glassboard chic to your meeting rooms 
with our EASEL models. Their elongated shape 
makes them light and portable so you can move 
your meetings around easily. Their stylish profi le 
ensures a beautiful consistency in style that will 
blend well with your furniture.

Available in ten (10) colours

72 "

48 "

24 "

66 "

36 "

 28 "

24 "

THE EASEL
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GIVRÉ OU CLAIR

Simply beautiful
Our clear wall boards allow you to provide a discreet writing 
surface that will blend in perfectly with the colour of your wall. Our 
frosted wall boards add both texture and a distinctive, neutral 
element to your decor.

Our frosted wall boards provide a dry-erase 
surface that adds texture to your work 
environment.

GIVRÉ OU CLAIR
Wall-mounted boards

CLEAR FROSTED 
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GIVRÉ OU CLAIR

Specifi cations
Our 6 mm, DIAMOND quality (low in iron) tempered glass provides 
a sturdy and elegant dry-erase surface, for a sleek, professional 
look. Steel sheets can be installed to make the glass magnetic. 
The edges are always polished and completely safe and an infi nite 
array of colours allows you to fi nd the ideal match.

Warranty
The surface of our glassboards is guaranteed for 50 years. The 
product’s durability makes it the perfect choice for a range of uses.

Maintenance
   To quickly clean your glassboard, spray the surface with a glass 

cleaner. Rub with a soft cloth and wipe dry.

   For in-depth cleaning, wash with hot soapy water. Rinse with 
clear water and dry. 

You’ll love how easy our glassboards 
are to maintain.

GIVRÉ OU CLAIRTECHNICAL INFORMATION
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OPTIONS
Corners
Depending on the look you want, choose square 
or rounded corners.

Anchoring systems
We offer two different ways of attaching your glassboard to the wall: 

   An invisible system (A) *

   A visible system with aluminum fasteners (B)

Dimensions
A number of standard sizes are available. 
However, feel free to ask for a specific size 
for your project.

BA

4 ' x 5 ' 4 ' x 6 ' 4 ' x 8 '

GIVRÉ OU CLAIROPTIONSGIVRÉ OU CLAIROPTIONSGIVRÉ OU CLAIROPTIONS
Boards

OPTIONS

4 ' x 4 '

3 ' x 4 '

2 ' x 3 '

*  For magnetic boards only.
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Markers 
A set of 5 rechargeable, 
dry-erasable markers

        
Magnetic pawns
Made of ultra-strong neodymium to fi rmly 
hold posted documents to the glass.

         
Magnetic brush 
With 2 washable, interchangeable cloths. 

Magnetic tray   
12 " wide, highly magnetic aluminum tray 
specially designed for the glassboard

ACCESSORIES
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INSTALLATIONSGIVRÉ OU CLAIR
Wall-mounted boards

INSTALLATION

6
mm

Z-anchors (hidden) *

    It’s important to fi nd solid studs in the wall to which to fasten the board.

    Decide at what height you want to install your board.  

    Install the two Z-anchors on the wall, carefully checking the distance 
between them at several points, then place the board on top of them. 

Cross-section

Thickness

Varying distance, 
depending on the 
model (check)

Level lines

*  For magnetic boards only

1/4 "
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4 ' x 6 '  6 fasteners
4 ' x 8 '    8 fasteners

Cross-section

Edgegrip fasteners (visible)

    Decide at what height you want to install your board. To be safe, 
it’s better to screw it into the studs. We will provide anchor bolts 
if no studs are available.  

    First attach the Edgegrip fasteners at the bottom of the wall. 

    Measure the height of the glassboard and add 1/4  in. The new mea-
surement indicates where to screw in the upper fasteners at the end of 
the installation process.  For example: If you install a glassboard that is 
exactly 48 in. high, the fasteners will be 48 1/4  in. apart, center to center.

    Once the lower fasteners are solidly attached to the wall, install your 
glassboard on them. Then install the upper fasteners 1/4 in. above the 
board. The extra 1/4 in. allows you to screw the fastener into the wall with 
the glassboard in place. 

    Finish installing the board by tightening the small screws with the Allen 
key provided. This will prevent the board from moving. Then stick on 
the little caps that hide the screws on the fasteners. 

Varying distance, 
depending on the 
model (check)

Level lines

*   The glassboard’s weight varies 
with its size. So it’s essential to 
fi nd the studs.

*   The glassboard’s weight varies 
with its size. So it’s essential to 
fi nd the studs.



Customer service

Technical advice

Measurements

Installation

30 Montée des Bouleaux
Saint-Constant, Quebec, Canada 
J5A 1B6
Phone: 450-632-1660
Fax: 450-632-5449

info@cctn.com
cctn.com


